
 
WHY AKY IDEA MAKER? 

 
Why to study in Poland through AKY Idea Maker? 

  

AKY Idea Maker supports South Asia students to pursue their academic studies in Poland. The team of 

counselors, research analysts and assistants is always attentive in delivering students all the necessary 

information and cares about their academic career abroad. 

  

Due to globalization the number of Students from South Asia is expanding rapidly to West to get world-class 

education. Now it has been necessary to think how to provide them formal guidance to approach the universities 

abroad, so that they can get easy access to universities according to their career dream. To fulfill the dreams of 

Students AKY Idea Maker was established.  

  

By choosing us Student is receiving complex service matched to his personal needs. All process is legal, official 

and based on agreement, which gives Student safety and comfort.  

  

Our service includes: 

1) Free counseling on academic matters 

2) Support to find and choose right university in Poland and other European countries 
3) University application guidance  

4) Guidance on visa application procedures  

5) Guidance for VISA interview 
6) Accommodation arrangements  

7) Travel arrangements  

8) Airport pick up's 

9) Legalization of stay in Poland. 

The universities of Poland have good reputation worldwide. Degree from Poland will open many gates for future 

career. The big plus of studying in Poland is also fact, that tuiton fee is cheaper in comparison to other European 

countries, but still Students are getting valuable European degree. Cost of living in Poland is also located on 

reasonable level.  



It is also worth noting, that AKY Idea Maker Director Mr. Amit Kumar Yadav is living in Poland since 2006 and he 

also began his life in Poland by being a student of Marketing Science in University of Finance and Management in 

Białystok. This makes him understand very well the problems, which Students need to face while admission and 

visa proccess. This makes our team more capable to meet Students expectations.  

 

We strongly recommend you to choose Poland as your study destination and to choose our company 

as your guide. We are always here for you.  
 


